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Winter Seminars 2014-15  

6 workshops for 6 weeks
First part: who (page 2)  

Second part: what and when (page 3-8)  

Second part: how, where (page9-12)  
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Iyengar® Yoga
Iyengar Yoga is a method accessible to a broad base of individuals, no matter their physical 
and/or mental abilities. The system of teaching is methodical and progressive, emphasizing 
safety, alignment, and the development of exquisite self-awareness; in the lessons we introduce 
the use of supports to facilitate learning and accommodate safe and appropriate progress.

Teacher's Bio
Stefano has practiced Iyengar yoga for 15 years. He  participates 
in numerous workshops with senior and advance teachers in 
Europe and India. He studies regularly at the Ramamani Iyengar 
Memorial Yoga Institute (RIMYI) in Pune, in the Iyengar 
Yogashraya Mumbai, at the Yogabhyasa in Mumbai and in the 
School of Iyengar Yoga in Ravenna. He started teaching in 2007, 
has been certified Iyengar Yoga in 2012.
He teaches regularly in Gokarna, Mumbai, Marina di Ravenna, 
he also conducts seminars in Italy and abroad.
Pia is a certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher. She has been practicing 

Iyengar Yoga since 2003. 
During these 12yrs the pursuit of yoga practice, study, and 
teaching has been a central focus in her life. Although 
completing TTC and certification within the Iyengar Yoga 
Association of Australia, a significant contribution in developing 
her profound love and commitment to Yoga has come through 
spending many years travelling and studying in India. Pia has 
studied extensively with the Chanchani’s, Usha Devi and more 
recently with the Iyengar family in Pune, and the Iyengar 
Institute in Mumbai.

Gokarna Yoga School
Gokarna Yoga School born at the end of 2012 from an idea of 
Stefano vaguely contradictory: to teach Iyengar Yoga  to 
travellers passing through a period longer or shorter in 
Gokarna, the challenge is to be able to give basic elements of 
Yoga, consistent with the teaching BKS Iyengar in a relatively 
short time; at the same time we want to create a meeting place 

for teachers and practitioners of Iyengar Yoga, for those 
travelling between Rishikesh and Dehradun, or the same Pune, 
city of Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Institute (RIMYI) 
and want to spend time in Gokarna between Yoga and sea.
Gokarna Yoga School is open from November to March 
with classes (almost) daily morning and afternoon.
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1-5) Introduction to Iyengar Yoga with special focus on standing 
poses: the base on which to build an effective yoga practice

15/12/2014 – 21/12/2014 and 16/02/2015 - 22/02 /2015
Yoga is termed a self study (Svadhyaya) and  is the journey of 
learning to practice so that we might study and come to 
understand ourselves. Iyengar Yoga applies specific 
methodology to two of the eight limbs of Yoga: asana and 
pranayama. Through disciplined practice these two limbs 
become instruments of a contemplative science, for this reason 
the focus is ‘practice based learning’.
The key methods of practice within Iyengar Yoga, including 
technique, timings, sequence and repetition are introduced. 
Through the practice of asana (physical postures) students begin 
to explore the body, mind and breath as relational forces and 
instruments of meditation.
When one is new to yoga one begins first with the standing 
poses. The standing asanas are called 'Uttistha sthiti'. They 
introduce the student to herself. The student begins to discover 
the inter-connectedness of the body. Often times a beginner 

knows where his big toe is on his body, but does not know his 
big toe on an intimate level. That is to say, there is no connection 
between the big toe and the mind. The student may 'will' the toe 
to move, but it is asleep.
The student begins to learn how an adjustment of the shoulder 
blades corresponds to the front body and lifting of the chest. 
He/she begins to blossom and open up literally, as hands and 
feet spread wide apart the student learns that his limbs can 
actually move: contract, extend, expand, abduct, adduct, rotate 
and circumduct!
The standing poses include all the movements of the spine, 
such as "horizontal, vertical and lateral elongation as well as 
extension along with sideways, forward, backward 
extensions, and twisting. Thus, the standing asanas becomes 
the foundation for the rest of the asanas!
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2) Yoga Kurunta
22/12/2014 - 28/12 /2014

Yoga Asanas can be practiced with the aid of ropes on the 
wall.
In Section VIII of Geeta Iyengar's Yoga: A Gem For 
Women on 'Yoga Kurunta' she explains: 'Kuranti is a 
puppet, a doll made of wood". In Yoga Kurunta one learns to 
manipulate oneself in the various Yoga postures by means of 
a suspended rope as if one were a puppet. Here the puppeteer 
and the puppet are one, performing their own puppet show.'
When we use the ropes on the Yoga rope wall, we become 
like puppets suspended by ropes. There are many uses of the 
ropes to aid us in our asana practice. We can use the ropes to 
become more aware of our alignment in our poses and to 
help open areas of the body that might be difficult for us to 

reach without the use of the ropes. The ropes can also be used 
as extra support and to stretch and strengthen specific areas 
of the body.
In this workshop we will explore deeper practice through a 
variety of poses using the wall ropes. With this aid you will 
experience how to open the joints, lengthen the spine and 
strengthen the core of your body. Standing poses to build 
strength, flexibility and balance; inversions to calm the mind, 
strengthen the endocrine system, improve circulation; back 
bends to improve heart function.
The rope wall is for all levels and for all ages to feel, 
experience, and to find some fun in our Yoga practice!
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3) Sirsasana and Sarvangasana as “father and mother”
05/01/2015 - 11/01/2015

Headstand and Shoulderstand are considered by Mr Iyengar as 
the centrepiece of yoga practice. They are somewhat quaintly 
referred to as “father and mother” of the asanas and the ones 
that should be always practiced.
Turning the body upside down in this way boosts the major 
systems of the body (circulatory, respiratory, nervous and 
glandular) and gives rest to the heart. Headstand is the more 
stimulating and invigorating pose, it helps to develop a 
vigourous body a strong spine and a disciplined mind. 
Shoulderstand is the nurturing pose. It is cooling and 
quietening and a great aid to glandular and hormonal health, 
gives more a feeling of peace. The two poses together bring a 
balance to our body and mind.
Sirsasana and Sarvangasana are generally practised together as 
part of the same sequence. It is possible to only do Shoulderstand 

but it is not recommended that one practise Headstand on its 
own. It needs the balancing effect of Shoulderstand to keep 
harmony in the body.
At the core of yoga practice and philosophy one always comes 
to this question of balance. If we do something stimulating to 
the system we need to counter with something cooling... as spicy 
food is accompanied by yoghurt to cool its fire!
The Highlights of the workshop include:
• preparation for Sirsasana and Sarvangasana
• execution of Sirsasana and Sarvangasana
• the variations in Sirsasana and Sarvangasana; the cycle 

of Sirsasana and the cycle of Sarvangasana
• the posture related with Sirsasana and Sarvangasana: 

viparita dandasana; setu bandha sarvangasana; viparita 
karani.
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4) Surya Namaskara also known in English as Sun Salutation
12/01/2015 - 18/01/2015

Sun Salutations, or Surya Namaskar, are traditionally 
performed in the morning to greet the new day. 
Tadasana (the most difficult posture in yoga); 
Urdhva Hastasana (reach the ceiling by rooting in 
the floor), Ardha Uttanasana (lean forward by 
bending backward); Uttanasana (the head down the 
energy rises); Chaturanga Dandasana (the challenge 
more difficult), Urdhva Mukha Svanasana (focus on 
the lower back), Adho Mukha Svanasana (the 
complete position) Namaskarasana (surrender). The 
sequence of 8 postures can be a complete practice in 

itself, or can prepare you for a longer asana routine.
The Highlights of the workshop include:

• Flow through this sequence synchronizing 
breath with the movements of the body.

• the alignment of each of the 8 individual 
postures.

• The transition from one posture to another ... 
and Surya Namaskara! 

• Variations in  the sun salutation: standing, ballancing 
poses... and maybe more!!!
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4) Restorative practice with focus on the breath
26/01/2015 - 1/02 /2015

Restorative practice is a form of yoga that seeks to achieve 
physical, mental and emotional relaxation with the aid of props. 
The use of props makes it easier for you to maintain balance 
while you are stimulating and relaxing your body. While some 
restorative yoga poses are beneficial to the entire body, others 
target specific parts of the body, such as the heart or the lungs.
Benefits: Restorative practice provides healing for the body 
and the mind. It is especially useful when you need to 
eliminate fatigue and stress that result from your daily 

activities. It can also help you recover from illness and injury 
or overcome emotional depression and anxiety that are 
caused by traumatic events.
It is known that restorative yoga can activate the 
parasympathetic nervous system, which enables automatic 
control of the body. As such, the regular nervous system will be 
at rest, and the muscles will become more relaxed. Constant 
practice of restorative yoga will make your body less vulnerable 
to stress-related illnesses and help you achieve optimal health.
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Arm Balance Workshop
(next year)

This fun and challenging workshop on the arm balancing 
positions is designed to teach you how to do the latter with 
greater awareness and ease. Students will learn to correctly 
position above the balance point of the position rather than 
relying on force.
The over all goal is to teach all the equilibrium positions on the 
arms, but the emphasis will be on Bakasana in particular. The 
first part of the workshop is a warm-up for the body to obtain:

• Adequate strength in the shoulders, forearms, and 
abdominal

• Adequate flexibility of the wrists, shoulders, hips and 

trunk.
"Baka means crane. Body resembles that of a crane in a 
puddle of water, hence the name (Iyengar, Light on Yoga)."
Bakasana is the most basic and simple equilibria, with its 
symmetry and contraction of the body. It 's very centratante, 
strengthening and symmetrical, brings attention to one point for 
the mind and balance the body. 
This workshop will lead you to understand the mechanics and 
leverage of the balancings, so you can make them a challenging 
part of your repertoire. These classes will invigorate, 
challenge  and educate you!
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Workshop highlights
What’s included

• 3 Iyengar yoga classes a day: a surya namaskar and 
pranayama class 1h, general class in the morning 
1h30' ; a special class in the afternoon focusing on the 
workshop theme 1h30'

• Assisted self practice: between 9,30 and 11,30 it's 
possible to practice with the orientation of the teacher

• Professional and experienced yoga instructors
• Time for joy and relaxation at the beach
• Time to explore the village

What’s not included
• Taxi transfer (wherever possible shared with other 

guests) from and to Airport on request. (35€ each taxi)
• 7 nights accommodation single or doble cottage 

(between 80 and 200 € dipending by the period)
• Additional excursions to more remote beaches (you 

should budget approximately 4-12 € per trip,  
depending on whether boat or ricsa ride is shared with  
other guests).

• Trip to the Murudeshwar Shiva temple (35€ each taxi)
• Flights to Mumbai and to Panjim (550€ from europe; 

40€ to Panjim if taken in advince)
• Insurance (I have no idea)
• Daily meals (4-6 € for breakfast lunch and dinner)

Yoga Workshop Program
The week begins monday morning at 7 a.m. with a surya 
namaskar and pranayama followed by general class the 
other students of the school. The classes are 1h and 1h 30'. 
Between 9,30 and 11,30 it's possible to practice with the 
orientation of the teacher.
During breakfast, in the local indian resturant, workshop 
participants will have time to get to know each other and the 
teachers.
In between classes, there will be enough time for guests to relax 
and enjoy the beach and sunshine, receive a massage 

treatment, or explore the village.
In the afternoon the class starts 16.00 finish at 17.30. this is 
the main moment of the workshop; During these afternoon 
sessions we will deepen the theme of the week.
The fourth day of the week is a rest day from the afternoon 
class;. Guests can join an optional excursion, including a trip to 
the Murudeshwar Shiva temple.
The number of guests is limited to 14, to create a warm and 
friendly atmosphere, and to ensure  individual attention is given 
in the classes.
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Gokarna
Gokarna is a small and remote holy town, with four of India's most secluded and pristine 
beaches nestled nearby. It draws both pious pilgrims and hedonistic holiday makers with equal 
enthusiasm. Travel to Gokarna to get a feel for what Goa was like in its heyday, although time 
is limited as developers are already seeing the potential of this area.
Gokarna Weather experiences the southwest monsoon from June to August, following 
which the weather becomes dry and sunny. The best time to visit Gokarna is from October 
until March, when the weather is warm and pleasant with temperatures averaging 32 degrees 
Celsius.
Gokarna's main attraction is its beaches, where people come to chill and soak up the sun 
for months at a time. As Gokarna is one of the most sacred holy towns for Hindus in 
south India, there are also some important temples to see. Unfortunately, they're off limits to 
non-Hindus. The Mahabaleshwar Temple houses a huge lingam, symbol of Lord Shiva. Make 
sure you check out the huge chariots near the Ganpati Temple, which carry a Shiva idol 
through the streets while people throw bananas at it for good luck during the Shivaratri 
Festival in February/March.
Gokarna Yoga School is located in Kudle Beach. Gokarna town has it's own beach that's 
popular with pilgrims. However, the beaches that are of most interest to tourists are located one 
after another a short distance away. There are four of them called Kudle Beach, Om Beach, 
Halfmoon Beach, and Paradise Beach. Each has its own appeal. Each one is around a 20 
minute hike away from each other through the hills and over rocks, or a short boat ride away. 
During the path is possible to reach observation point looking for the dolphins!
Trip to the Murudeshwar temple. Murudeshwar is another name of the Hindu god Shiva. 
Famous for the world's second-tallest Shiva statue. The afternoon off from lessons is possible 
to go by taxi (1h,30') to the temple and eat in a local restaurant.
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Accommodation
Accommodation is offered in Kumar place. Rooms are 
designed in a natural combination of old and new and are 
spacious and comfortable.
The house is 5 minute walking distance to Gokarna Yoga 
School, 25-minute to the village centre and 1 minute from the 

beach, but also pleasantly secluded. The garden, the beach  and 
the palms offer options for places to rest.
Kudle beach has shacks offering accommodations, but Beach 
accommodation can be difficult to come by in the peak months 
from December to February. So it's better to reserve in time!

Miscellaneous
General Services: Café; Restaurant (special menu request); 
Shops ; Ayurvedic massage center.
Course information: No previous experience in yoga is 
required for participation in the course; while more experienced 
students will discover tools for deepening their practice. 
Courses are all in english (Italian translation if necessary).
What to bring: Yoga mat (optional, Gokarna Yoga School 
anyway provides mats), light, loose, preferably natural fiber 
clothing for Yoga,swimming costume and towel, walking shoes 
(for the optional hikes), sunscreen and mosquito repellent, and 
torch, as the village paths lack adequate lighting at night, are 

advised. We prefer the use of natural soaps/shampoos. And last 
but not least, don't forget to bring your smile!
Special menu request: if you have any dietary requirements 
please notify, they will do their best to accommodate you.
Responsible tourism: Gokarna Yoga School we try to respect 
the natural environment. We recommend the use of detergents 
and care of the body that are as environmentally friendly as 
possible, the moderation in the use of natural resources (water, 
electricity, gas), are among the daily practices. We invite you to 
commit to stay in harmony with the surrounding environment, 
as well as with ourselves.

How to get there
The nearest airport is Dabolim, in Goa. From there 
it's a four hour drive to Gorkana. You can ask for Taxi 
transfer as an additional service of the retreat or you 
can look for a taxi in the airport. Alternatively, trains 
on the Konkan railway stop at Gokarna Road station, 

15 minutes from town, as well as Kumta and Ankola 
stations, both around 25 kilometers (16 miles) from 
Gokarna. Gokarna is also well connected by bus from 
major cities such as Madgaon in Goa, Mangalore and 
Bangalore in Karnataka.
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Contacts
web: www.gokarnayoga.com

e-mail: gokarnayogaschool@gmail.com

Gokarna Yoga School awaits you from November to March with classes (almost) daily morning and afternoon.
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